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Abstract

Nowadays the rapid developments of wireless communication technologies there are more and more

ways to look into the RF measurements and designs in detail such as Universal Software Radio

Peripheral(USRP) from LabVIEW, Advance Design System(ADS),etc.Moreover a lack of

measurements what compared with different digital modulation schemes is becoming a problem. In

this thesis by building the simulations of communication system in NI-USRP system and measuring

the results then compare with the different PSK system in order to give a deeper insight of this new

software of USRP from LabVIEW. and in the end analyze bit error rate varus signal to noise ratio

from the PSK system.

To get the characterizations of NI-USRP system the first step is to build multiple simulations such as

FM receiver, PSK wireless communication systems. By performing the FM receiver is to analyze the

quality of the receiving and baseband FM signal. And from the simulation of different PSK

communications through the analysis of the performance of BPSK,QPSK,OQPSK and compared with

bit error rate it could give an insight of characterization of NI-USRP system and in the end the

conclusions give in which kind of prototype or simulation that suit the best of NI-USRP system.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Software define radio technology has been widespread concerned from the birth for the industry and

researchers who begin with the traditional radios comparison.The result is for software define radio,

such as signal generation, modulation/demodulation,channel coding and decoding in the field of signal

processing and communication protocol all being implemented in software instead of a fixed physical

circuit because the software define radio could be easier to reconfigure since the flexibility to adapt for

the development and the evolution of technology.

Nowadays there are not so many researches who get characteristics of NI-USRP by simulating and

measuring different modulation schemes. Especially through the simulations the advantages and

disadvantages of this software define radio will be presents clearly. It will give an unique perspective

for the researchers that under different kinds of conditions how the NI-USRP system operate and

perform and avoid quite lots of problems.

1.2 Problem Formulation-Methodology

The well-perform development of wireless communication system in the real life is time consuming,

long process that will face so many problems. Reliable communication system is the most important

factor among all the problems in order to check the performances of the wireless system. Then it is

always better to simulate the applications in the software environment. But there are so many

softwares application that could simulate the wireless communication system. So in my thesis NI-

USRP system that being used is the main test platform by simulating different modulation schemes in

order to get the characteristics of this new software define radio.

The simulation of wireless communication system has developed considerably in recent years and the

advantage of USRP platform could give the insight of details of wireless communication system.

Because NI-USRP can be configured for better cognitive radio and research field is widely used,so NI-

USRP is being used as data transmitting end and receiving end. In software modules, the functions and

drive being applied for RF modules is NI-LabVIEW for FPGA,serial port communications,

modulation and demodulation kit, which greatly reduced the time of process from the theory applying

to design,prototype to achieve.

The goal of this thesis is through all the simulations and measurements under NI-USRP system to get

the brief characteristics of this software define radio then in the conclusions could show the
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advantages and disadvantages of NI-USRP and compare with standard data sheet that could help other

researchers.

1.3 Overviews of Thesis Contribution

During the lectures of communication theory there are lots of abstract concepts being given and quite

confuse the researcher and students. Then in this project all the details of design could be seen and

observed straight-forwardly and make people understand the communication theory easily. And also

there will be measurement for performance of PSK communication system and could give a deep

perspective about how wireless communication system perform under different circumstances. Since

during this thesis couples of projects will be done in the NI-USRP environment and the conclusion

will show characterization of NI-USRP system where are the advantages and disadvantages.

1.4 Thesis outline

These outlines briefly describe the main part of this thesis:

Chapter 2 describes the main theories that being using in the project. The chapter detals a wide
variety of the basic knowledge for frequency modulation and digital modulation will be demonstrated.
Overview the method of design FM receiver and different kind of PSK communication system.

Chapter 3 mainly presents measurement setups and simulations. The chapter contains simulating
the FM receiver and PSK transmitter and receiver by using LABVIEW software with NI_USRP filter
and measure their performance under different conditions in order to give the characterization of NI-
USRP system.

Chapter 4 and 5 concludes the characterization from all the measurements and simulations in the
project and suggest quite a few improvements for the future research .
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2. Theory

This section all the theoretical back ground that being used in this thesis will be presented in the

approaching chapters. Firstly the whole background of NI-USRP system is being introduced and by

the wireless communication system schematic the brief idea that how the simulations built in this

thesis would be learned. And in the second part the theory of frequency modulation and demodulation

will be informed, in the end the theory of PSK modulation is given to help build the simulations.

2.1 National Instrument-Universal Software Radio Peripheral(NI-USRP)

The basic idea of NI-USRP is a standard,generic, modular hardware platform based on software

programmed to perform various functions of communication systems.The advantage of NI-USRP is to

rescue system design from mothed of hardware design.USRP is to emphasis on openness and full

programmability architecture since it allows to change the hardware configuration of the structure

through a software update, implement new features.The functions of the software is to require to

reduce the simplification, inflexible hardware circuit, especially the reduction in analog part,make

digitalize processing as close as radio antenna.These requirements ensures that it has the following

advantages: pure software signal deal with a lot of flexibility; common software programming

language can be used for development,well-performing scalability and portability, short development

cycle;platform based on USRP is lower cost, and to adopt a variety of advances in computer

technology.

Figure1: Interface of NI USRP 2920[1]

The model of NI-USRP being used in this project is NI USRPTM 2920. And the interface is shown in

figure1. All the simulations of wireless communication system will be done in LabVIEW environment.

Inside of LabVIEW there are modulation kits which make all the simulations functional in order to

check the characterization of NI-USRP system.
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Transmitter

bit bit bit

bit bit

Receiver

Figure2: Digram of real-time communication system

By Using NI graphical programming software environment, LabVIEW VIs can be established

intuitively in USRP platform for wireless communication system which could provide a simple and

direct experience for designing communications system.USRP in LabVIEW could offer the designer

with a effective platform and the opportunity to test the physical layer and communication

protocols.Based on VI structure that allows any communications system simulated since not only

designer could develop their own programs but also VIs of LabVIEW modulation kit will be provided.

And USRP could simply run under MS window operating system. Then complex envelop of

modulated signal can be transmitted and received by the software defined antennas(USRP)[1].

Figure3:Block of hardware of NI-USRP[1]

Source coding Channel coding Modulation Up conversion

Communication
channel

Down
conversion Demodulation

Channel
decoding Source decoding
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2.2 Modulation and Demodulation

Here in this section a theoretical explanation of all the analog modulation and digital modulation

technics will be introduced such as FM, PSK. Especially for PSK system there are three sections

which are BPSK,QPSK and OQPSK.

2.2.1 FMModulation and Demodulation

Frequency modulation(FM) is an instantaneous change in the carrier frequency that modulation

scheme could express the information. And in the nowadays this technology has been widely used all

over the world[2].

Narrowband FM waveform is generated by the message signal then increase the frequency offset to

achieve the required level from the multiplier in this method, since a highly stable oscillator (crystal

oscillator), in the process of generating a narrowband FM wave , the carrier frequency stability

problem is greatly reduced[3][4] which for mainly the commercial radio uses this technic. And this part

would not be focused since this project only interest on the receiving simulating.

The theoretical analysis of FM waves is to present below:

Consider of modulated sinusoidal wave

)2cos()( tfAtm mm 

Then the instantaneous frequency of FM wave is

)2cos()2cos()( tffftfAkftf mcmmfci  

and

mf Akf 

Here, f becomes the frequency offset which means maximum amount of frequency offset between

the instantaneous frequency of FM carrier wave and frequency of carrier cf .One essential

characteristic of the sinusoidal modulated frequency is that the frequency offset f is proportional to

the modulated frequency amplitude but also is independent to modulated frequency[5].

It also can be achieved angle of FM wave )(ti which is
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)2sin(2)( tf
f
ftft m
m

ci  


The ratio of Frequency offset Δf and modulated frequency fm is called as modulation index of the FM

wave.This new parameter indicates β labeled as

mf
f



And

)2sin(2)( tftft mci  

From the physical sense, the parameter β represents the phase offset of FM wave (i.e., the maximum

offset between the angle of θi(t) and the unmodulated carrier tfc2 ) thus in units of  is rad

The FM wave is

)]2sin(2cos[)( tftfAts mcc  

Above equation FM wave s(t) is narrowband and the modulation index have less than 1rad. For further

process the triangle equivalent is being used

BABABA sinsincoscos)cos( 

)]2sin(sin[)2sin()]2sin(cos[)2cos()( tftfAtftfAts mccmcc  

Then under the condition of modulation index of  less than 1rad,

1)]2sin(cos[ tfm

And

)2sin()]2sin(sin[ tftf mm  

then above equation can be simplified as[6]

)2sin()2sin()2cos()( tftfAtfAts mcccc  

Above equation defines approximation of the modulation wave generated by the sinusoidal wave in a

narrow band FM
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Figure4: the block diagram of generating the broadband FM wave[7]

Frequency demodulation is to restore the original information signal from the input FM wave, in other

words, the frequency demodulation is the anti process of frequency modulation[4]. Instantaneous

frequency of the frequency-modulated output signal varies linearly with the amplitude of the input

information signal,a demodulation device is therefore necessary for input the output signal amplitude

variation with frequency fm of instantaneous changes linearly[8].

2.3 Phase Shift Keying(PSK)

Phase shift keying (PSK): A modulation technique is to express information of the input signal by

using phase of carrier.PSK is divided into two forms which are absolute phase-shift keying and

relative phase-shift keying. In the phase of unmodulated carrier as reference is called absolute phase-

shift keying.For example binary phase shift keying using the symbol "1" since the the modulated and

unmodulated carrier share the same phase;then symbol is "0" means the phase of unmodulated and the

modulated is inverted; the difference between "1" and "0" carrier phase is 180 degree after the

modulation[9].
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and bb TTt ,0  is duration of bit, bE is signal energy of every transmitting bit. And from this

equation BPSK essentially is a special case of double-sideband suppressed-carrier transmission(DSB-

SC)[10].
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2.3.1 Generating BPSK Signal

For generating a BPSK signal first of all considering BPSK signal as a special case of DSB-SC and

below block is how the BPSK signal generate and demodulate[11]. Especially two part of devices is

used to form product modulator[see figure5(a)]:

For none-zero voltage level encoder wherein the input sequence of binary data is encoded in the form

of bipolar. The constant of amplitude bE and bE represent symbol of 1 and 0[11].

Product modulator is to use the voltage level of the encoded binary waveform to multiple amplitude as

bT/2 of the sinusoidal carrier c(t) then produce BPSK signal.

Timing pulse for generating voltage level encoded binary waveform and a sinusoidal carrier typically

extract from a common master clock but this is not essential[12].

2.3.2 Demodulation of BPSK Signal

In order to restore the original binary stream the BPSK signal x(t) is to add to receiver in the channel

output terminal. And there are four parts in the receiver.[see figure5(b)]

Product modulator, one of the input is to consider local generating reference signal which is the copy

of carrier signal c(t).

Low-pass filter is being designed for canceling the frequency multiplication from the output of the

product modulator then it could let zero frequency current pass[13].

Sampling under the condition ,...)2,1,0(  iiTt b , uniform sampling the output of the low pass

filter is to control the operation of the sampling clock and the local clock synchronization using bit

timer in the transmitter[14].

Decision maker, very Tb second the sampling value of the low pass filter is to compare with threshold

value that being provided, if over the threshold value then decision is 1 otherwise is 0.
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b(t)
binary data stream BPSK signal

)2cos(2 tf
T c
b



(a) Modulator;

BPSK signal
Sample
when t=iTb

)2cos(2 tf
T c
b



(b) Demodulator

Figure5: the generation and demodulation of BPSK signal[15]

In the demodulator sinusoidal reference signal of the product modulator is applied in phase

synchronization with the carrier signal,BPSK receiver(figure6) is called coherent. In addition to the

carrier phase synchronization, the receiver can accurately know the occupied time interval of each

binary symbol[16].

And the whole BPSK system for generating signal and demodulating signal is showed by figure3 but it

is basically same as figure2.

ttM Csin)(

tMtM C
M

cos)(

cM

c
Figure6: the block diagram of phase-shift keying
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2.3.3 Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying(QPSK)

An important goal of digital communication is to effectively utilize the channel bandwidth,QPSK is

one of the approaches for this target and its principle is to based on the bandwidth reuse.QPSK is as

same as BPSK that the information of transmitting signal is contained in the phase of a sine wave[17].

In particular,the phase of the sinusoidal carrier is to select four even phase in spaced values such as

4/7,4/5,4/3,4/  . For those values the transmitting signal can be defined as

Tt
otherwise

itfts cT
E

i 




  0,

,0

]
4

)12(2cos[)(
2 

and i=1,2,3,4; E is the energy of every transmitting symbol;T is duration of symbol. Four equally

spaced phase values are associated with every pair of single bit correspondingly which being called

dual bit.For duration of symbol is as twice as duration of bit so

bTT 2

The following equation should be achieved under the condition that the time interval Tt 0

)2sin(]
4

)12sin[(2)2cos(]
4

)12cos[(2)( tfi
T
Etfi

T
Ets cci 



and i=1,2,3,4 then base on this above equation some important assumption can be made[18]:

1.In the reality two BPSK signals form one QPSK signal;

2.From the first assumption BPSK signal

]2cos[]4/)12cos[(2 tfiT
E

c

defines the product of binary modulated signal and sinusoidal

carrier )2cos(/2 tfT c ,it has units of energy within each symbol duration T









3,2,2/

4,1,2/]4/)12cos[(
iE
iEiE 

the amplitude of this binary signal is 2/E .
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3.And the other BPSK from QPSK signal:

)2sin(]
4

)12sin[(2 tfi
T
E

c




defines the product of binary modulated signal and sinusoidal

carrier )2sin(/2 tfT c ,it has units of energy within each symbol duration T









4,3,2/
2,1,2/]4/)12sin[(

iE
iEiE 

the amplitude of this binary signal is 2/E .

4.From above binary signals they share the duration of symbol T.

5.The two distinguish sinusoidal carriers from 2nd and 3rd assumptions are mutually

orthogonal in the phase.For each symbol duration, they have a unit of energy[19], so it

can be considered of these two carriers constitute a basis function orthogonal pairs.

2.3.4 QPSK generating and demodulation

In order to generating QPSK signal, input binary data firstly go through none-zero voltage level

encoder for changing polarity identified by the encoder output b(t). Symbol 1 and 0 respectively

represent by bE and bE and 2/EEb  . Then the resulting binary waveform is divided into

two separate binary sequence by splitter, thereby forming input of b(t) bit odd and even.The two-way

binary waveform, is considered a binary branching sub waveform, expressed as a1(t) and a2(t).And the

binary waveform a1(t) and a2(t) split for modulating one pair of orthogonal carrier which are

)2cos(/2 tfT c and )2sin(/2 tfT c .In the end those two BPSK signals substract each other in

order to get the desired QPSK signal.

The QPSK receiver is formed by same phase channel I and orthogonal channel Q which share the

same inputs. There are product modulator,low-pass filter,sampling device and decision maker in every

channel. In the ideal situation channel I and channel Q of the receiver could restore shunt component

a1(t) and a2(t) which being used in modulated pair of orthogonal carrier of transmitter.

Correspondingly,by using two channels that apply the output of the multiplexer,receiver could restore

the original binary sequence.
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Design of QPSK receiver bases on similar BPSK receiver. Especially in the QPSK receiver two low-

pass filters have to assign a bandwidth that is greater than or equal to the reciprocal of the symbol

duration T in order to meet operational needs of the receiver.

in-phase channel

)t(a1 )tfπ2cos(
T
2

c

b(t) +
binary data stream

-

)t(a 2

orthogonal channel

(a) transmitter

in-phase channel sample
when t=iT

QPSK signal

)tfπ2cos(
T
2

c

threshold

threshold

)tfπ2sin(
T
2

c sample

when t=iT

(b) receiver

Figure7: diagram of QPSK system
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2.3.5 Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying(OQPSK)

In QPSK, amplitude of carrier is constant but the phase of carrier can jump in duration of every two-

bit 90± or 180± . Then the characteristic encounters during transmission of QPSK signal what has

filtered involved needs extra attention since the filter may cause the variation of amplitude of the

carrier, which turns out to cause envelope of QPSK signal fluctuating. When the data transmission

system includes nonlinear devices, such unwanted fluctuations will cause the distortion for the result

then its consequence is to reduce the degree of eye diagram[20].

In QPSK signal the variation of amplitude can be adjusted by a variant of QPSK which is offset

QPSK.In OQPSK shunt of binary waveform a2(t) would be delayed by the other binary waveform a1(t)

as the duration of a bit. In this adjustment the effect has inhibition for phase shift from 0 to 90± .But

in the OQPSK, 90± phase shift rapidly occurs twice and compare with QPSK the variation of

amplitude of the waveform has been reduced[21]. In the QPSK besides 90± phase variation there are
180± variation too then OQPSK can find the amplitude fluctuation caused by the filter is smaller

than the case of QPSK.
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3. Measurement Setups and Simulations

In this section there will be mainly introductions about all the simulations being done in NI-USRP and

present the measurement results in order to give deep perspectives about the characterization of the

NI-USRP system. There are two parts which are FM receiver and PSK communication system. And

all the measurements was done in the RF radio lab in Högskolan i Gävle.

3.1FM receiver

The commercial FM radio station broadcasts the FM signal and in Sweden the frequency range of

commercial FM is from 80MHz to 110MHz.The FM receiver will be completely simulated in the NI-

USRP without any hardware setup. And below figure shows the block of NI-USRP receiver.After the

FM signal are being captured by the USRP antenna under the conditions of the measurement setup

below the FM signal is to be analyzed in the LabVIEW environment. In the end the demodulated FM

signal is to send to sound card of the computer. In the table1 the measurement setup is introduced.

FM station

Figure8:block of USRP FM receiver

Frequency 99.8MHz

Receiving gain 0dB

IQ rate 200k

Number of samples 200000

FM deviation 30kHz

Sample rate 44100

Table1:measurement setup

niUSRP config
signal

Initialize
complex IQ

FM
demodulation

Resample
waveforms

Sound card

FIR

Time
domain
audio
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In the following figure the time domain audio shows the FM receiver functions perfectly and in the

demodulated spectrum the peak signal is the received FM signal. Through the sound card of the

computer FM broadcasting can be heard.

Figure9: FM signal in time domain and demodulated spectrum

This voice after the demodulation showed from the above figure. The second figure is the result from
frequency domain. The demodulation and receiving part of USRP works properly. The FM signal goes
through the FIR band-pass filter and local oscillator then the signal being brought into the baseband.

22.5kHz LO

F

99.8MHZ baseband

Figure10: FM signal being converted into baseband

Above figures show the simulation of FM receiver succeed to capture the FM signal in the receiving

frequency and demodulate too. From this figures the time domain audio could be observed and clearly

this is a FM signal.
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3.2 Simulation of PSK Communication System

In order to make the wireless communication system work below figures show the blocks of

transmitting part and receiving part.

Figure11:NI-USRP system for PSK

The process of transmitting is first of all to set up a certain format of PSK which in this project will be

three different kind of PSK,such as BPSK,QPSK,OQPSK. There are couples of important parameters

which have to done before transmitting such as synchronization bit, guard bit,blank frame and number

of packages. Since length of the text that being sent is 731 letters and in the transmitting part each

package only contains 16 letters so there will be totally 46 packages being sent through antenna. For

later convenient there are 5 blanks that fills in the end of text since in the receiving part the BER

calculation will be applied. The text message will be converted in to binary number in the

MATLABScript of LabVIEW and worked as referenced for the BER calculated.

The transmission filter being used in this project, the raised-cosine filter is well performed to the pulse

shaping in the modulation and great ability to minimize inter-symbol interference(ISI). Below the

figures() show how different shape between two transmitting signals which are with transmitting filter

and without transmitting. Clearly the ISI can be observed from figure12(b) and the TX signal will be a

problem for the receiving part. And figure12 shows how how different shape between two transmitting

signals which are with transmitting filter and without transmitting filter. Clearly the ISI can be

observed from figure12(b) and the TX signal will be a problem for the receiving part. In the end BER

calculations will be presented for comparing the performance of transmission filter under different

SNR.
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(a) TX signal with filter (b)TX signal without filter

Figure12: TX signals

After the PSK modulation is set up and the data will be converted to constellation diagram then being
sent through USRP antenna. Below figures will indicate the constellation diagram match to the
theoretical result.

Figure13:Transmitting part of PSK system

Below figure present the block of receiving part of the system. First of all the parameters being set up

have to match to transmission part. Then he USRP antenna captures broadcasting data from

transmission part over the correct frequency. There will be resample and demodulate the PSK signal.

After the signal being decoded the data will be showed to constellation diagram in order to check if it

is fit to the transmitting part. Then text message is recovered and being analyzed for BER.

The algorithm that used for calculating BER is to convert the text message back binary number then

substrate with the original one. There will be all zeros if the transmitting performance is perfect but

there will be ones otherwise. Then sum up the result after substraction and divide by the length of the

signal to get BER. In order to get a good and stable result of BER the length of transmitting signal will

be expended. To achieve the goal of this just simple put a loop of the receiving part. 5 million is an

appropriate length for analysis the quality of the transmission.

Format of
PSK

MATLABScript
Constellation

graph
Text message

for transmitting

Sub generate
packets USRPPSK

modulation
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Figure14: receiving part

Operating frequency [MHz] 433

TX gain[dB] 31

TX IQ Sampling Rate[samples/sec] 400k

Sync bits 20

PN sequence order 31

Message bits 128

Table2: parameters being setup during measurement

3.2.1 Analysis of BPSK Performance

First of all BPSK system is being simulated in NI-USRP and figure15 confirms that.Besides from the

constellation diagram(a) it is fit to theoretical figure for transmitting which there are two only two

position 1 and -1. This figure shows BPSK transmission functions pretty well. And from figure(b)

there are some problems for the reception which the receiving signals are shifting from the original

position compare with transmission digram due to phase noise, WGN.The problem can be fixed by

adding correction system and the quality of transmission will be better.But it indicates the

synchronization of the system well perform.
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(a) constellation diagram for transmitting (b) constellation diagram for receiving

Figure:15: constellation diagram for BPSK

Since the TX gain can be adjusted from 15.5 to 31dB and attenuation can be attached through antenna

for NI-USRP system SNR of reception can be controlled. Below table3 shows how the TX filter

affects the quality of the transmission since mainly the PSK system are under performance compare

with that TX filter being used for the measurement. And for higher SNR the quality of transmission is

better since the power of signal is stronger than noise which make perfect sense[22]. And in the

extremely condition a 30dB attenuation is being attached to the TX antenna and adjust TX gain into

15.5dB so the power of TX signal is being reduced significantly which leave the SNR approximately

10dB that can be observed from spectrum analyzer. The BER with and without TX filter are much

higher compare with the situation of higher SNR.

BPSK Higher SNR(around 60dB) Medium SNR(30dB) Low SNR(10dB)

BER -410×4.2765 -410×8.4086 0.0023

BER for without TX
filter

-410×7.9280 0.0039 0.0146

Table3: BER for different measuring condition in QPSK

3.2.2 Analysis of QPSK Performance

In this part the PSK communication system switch into QPSK from BPSK. There are four positions in

the constellation diagram and compare with BPSK with the same strength of signal power there are

double data transmission speed or transmit the same signal could only occupy half of bandwidth as
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BPSK. From below figure16(a) the transmitting part the position of symbol they are
2
2

± in the

constellation diagram that also fit to the theoretical result. And QPSK system the signal pass through

the origin position which occur in figure16. So QPSK transmission works pretty well.

(a) constellation diagram for transmitting (b) constellation diagram for receiving

Figure:16: constellation diagram for QPSK

The reception part there are also deviations in the constellation diagram which is quite similar

situation as BPSK due to phase noise and white gaussian noise. This can cause a little bit problem and

table4 confirms that assumption. From the results of the table TX filter also has been proved as a

really important role for digital communication system. In the higher SNR situation the BER looks

pretty good for a wireless communication system and also lower compare with BPSK system. But in

the low SNR situation since there are also some interferences in the system and with weak power of

signal the quality of communication is pretty bad fairly speaking.

QPSK Higher SNR(around
60dB)

Medium SNR(30dB) Low SNR(10dB)

BER -510×1.019 -410×2.31 0.00272

BER without TX filter 4-01×3.3111 0.00645 0.00942

Table4:BER for different measuring conditions in QPSK
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3.2.3 Analysis of OQPSK Performance

Here the communication system has being switched into OQPSK. The scheme of OQPSK is quite

similar as QPSK which there are four positions in constellation diagram but the difference is the signal

never cross through the origin position. And I and Q baseband signals are shifted half a symbol

relatively. And the fluctuation of OQPSK is considerably smaller than QPSK and the figure17

confirms fact that OQPSK communication system functions.

(a) constellation diagram for transmitting (b) constellation diagram for receiving

Figure:17: constellation diagram for OQPSK

In the table5 there are also similar results as previous measurements. Under the influence of TX filter

the BER always are lower compare with transmission without TX filter and the lower SNR can be

obtained higher BER are measured and worse quality of communication.

OQPSK Higher SNR(around 60dB) Medium SNR(30dB) Low SNR(10dB)

BER -510×2.635 -410×3.471 0.00364

BER for without TX
filter

-410×1.237 0.00084 0.0432

Table5:BER for different measuring conditions in OQPSK
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4.Discussion:

There are still many shortcomings objectively due to noise,the modulation method.The signal obtained

at the receiving end is not satisfactory mainly happens during the FM demodulation process in the

larger range of variation.In order to solve this problem as this can only be transmitted for each coded

data but for transmitting digital signal this method is fairly low efficiency,in the future better method

compare with this project is to used direct sequence spread spectrum which should be able to increase

the output SNR and anti-jamming capability.

Since the method of measuring BER has been given during this project then for future researchers

could use this PSK communication system for testing how well the communication system perform

under different circumstances such as Gaussian noise,impulsive noise etc. The suggestion is in the

generating PSK signal part and at the same time inject the Gaussian noise into the signal in order to

manipulate the SNR. In the end at the receiving part with the algorithm that been given in this thesis

the result of BER can be obtained.
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5.Conclusion:

In this thesis through the simulations of different wireless communication systems and measurementt

about the performance of the system under different SNR. It clearly shows the advantages of using NI-

USRP are intuitive design of interface,clear view of data flow,appropriate difficulty for achieving all

modulars and scalable which can be used the principle of RF technology and further in-depth

research.And at the same time it also can be done for further optimize the algorithm of system in order

for student to lay a solid foundation of RF technology and hands-on learning provide an ideal

solution.In each module of the design process,the principles of communication could be consolidate

but also provides the platform for researchers to deal with real-time signal in order to acquire a high

level of understanding for the entire communication system.When expose to more advanced digital

communication problems various algorithms can be achieved and optimized for the components of

communication system through LabVIEW or LabVIEW MATLABScript RT Module.

Compared with traditional experiments of communication principle,observation about signal

waveform from oscilloscope by connecting to the electronic circuit, all the simulations of this project

are based on the development of NI-USRP that has shorter development cycle,easy to operate,cost-

effective,scalable,well-performing stability and other advantages.Therefor the software define radio

under LabVIEW environment for electric experimental development and research can greatly reduce

the time of understanding in communication theory and related professional field.

But there are some limitations about this NI-USRP platform.especially the performance of wireless

communication system is not good enough under influence of noise and from result of the project it is

quite tricky to get the theoretical curve which is BER vs SNR for PSK system.
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